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Rationale.--One of the main focal points in the American Public
Schools of today is the overall qualification and certification of
teachers. Teachers of today play a predominate role in the educational
schema of molding ethical character and developing personality in the
lives of girls and boys. Throughout history, nations and communities
have been gravely concerned about the qualifications of those who have
had the job of teaching, training, and disciplining girls and boys and
passing on the cultural heritage of the human race*
As society grows more and more complexed,, the public school teacher
is called upon to perform more tasks than ever before. In order to cope
with the growing complexity of our society, it becomes necessary for the
teacher to keep pace with the advances in the scope and caliber of
academic and professional training.
In the Southy and especially in Georgia, the past fifteen years
have witnessed a marked upgrading in the training and certification of
teachers in public schools.
Parallel to the need of adequately trained teachers to implement
an adequate program, there is the need for adequate facilities for
implementing a desirable educational program*
In the past few years, Newton County has been engaged in the big
task of providing modern and adequate facilities for the youth of the
1
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county. With the coining of modern facilities for these schools, there
has come the question as to the adequacy of the training and certifi
cation of the teachers employed, or those to be employed in these new
school facilities*
It was out of this recent development of modern plant facilities,
revised curricular programs, and the need for a properly trained edu
cational personnel to man them that the writer was motivated to make a
study of the educational personnel of Newton County, Georgia for the
period of 196U-1965*
Evolution of_thej3rpblem>--The problem of this proposed research
emerged out of the overall problem of the recent consolidation of the
schools of Newton County, Georgia which, in turn, has given rise to two
major questions of serious wit: (a) are the new physical facilities for
the school centers stimulating improved pupil progress and achievement
and (b) has the program of school consolidation provoked a trend towards
the "upgrading" of professional qualification, with specific references
to certification*
Contribution to educational thought»-—The writer hopes that the
analysis and interpretation of this study gives a comprehensive picture
of progress made by the Educational Personnel of Newton County, Georgia
in education, society and its contribution to civil affairs*
Statement of the problem>—The problem involved in this study was
to ascertain the status of the Negro Educational Personnel in Newton
County,, Georgia and to discover those factors which have structured or
determined the progress of the educational staff for 1961^-1965*
Scope and limitation of the problem*--This study was not concerned
with any qualitative measures of the "teaching" and/or professional per-
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formance of the Negro Educational Personnel in Newton County, Georgia.
It was mainly concerned with ascertaining the present levels of certain
areas of the teaching status, such as: socio-economic rating, academic
and professional training, certification, duty assignments and experi
ence. A further limitation of this study was the questionnaire which
was used as the main technique for collecting data*
Purpose of the study*—The main purpose of this study was to get
a comprehensive picture of selected factors in the professional status
of the educational personnel serving the Negro Public Schools of Newton
County, Georgia for the school year 196U-196£* More specifically, the
purposes of this research were to formulate answers to significant
questions characterized in the staten©nts below*
1# In what educational institutions did the Negro Educational
Personnel receive academic training?
2. In what professional organizations does the Negro Edu
cational Personnel hold membership?
3« lhat is the range of the teaching experience of the Negro
Educational Personnel?
U. TShat types of teaching certificates are presently held by
the Negro Educational Personnel?
f>, "What are some of the selected socio-economic conditions
that exist among the Negro Educational Personnel?
6. lhat is the extent, if any, to which the members of the
Negro Educational Personnel of Newton County, Georgia,
are presently working in and out of their major areas of
preparation and certification?
7, lhat educational implications, if any, for educational
theory and practice may be derived from the analysis and
interpretation of the data collected through this research.
Definition of terms.—The important terms used throughout this
research are defined in the statements to follow:
1* "Educational Personnel" as used in this study refers to all
the persons, including teachers, principals, and curricu
lum director, who are employed directly, or who are con
cerned with the program of education in the Negro Public
Schools of Newton County, Georgia for the year 1961i-1965»
2. "Teaching Personnel" as used in this study, refers to all
the persons engaged in or having to do with the immediate
task of teaching in the schools or in a school system,
3. "Academic training11 as used in this study refers to the
broad general training in the subject-matter-areas re
ceived by all the Negro teachers of Newton County.
k» "Professional training" as used in this study refers to
all the specified training in Professional Courses in
Education received by the Negro Newton County Public
School Teachers for the purposes of developing pro
ficiency in teaching in the respective fields of edu
cation*
5, "Socio-economic background" as used in this study refers
to the status of the teachers and their families with
references to the occupations, civic activities, salary,
and educational backgrounds.
Locale of the study.—According to the latest available Census Re
port, Covington, Newton County, has a population of 22,000 of which
8,000 or 3U»6 per cent are Negro. The City (facts about the county), of
Covington is the County Seat. Other incorporated communities are Oxford,
population ls0klS Mansfield, 39ltJ Newborn, 262$ and Porterdale, 2,365.
Newton County is the thirty-eighth county in the state* The population
changed from 1950-1960, h per cent. The area is 273 square miles, (one
hundred twelfth in size). The number of families are 5,0l;6. The median
family income is 13,902. A low of 19»9 per cent completed high school
or more.
Newton County, in north central Georgia, was created from Henry,
Jasper and Walton Counties in 1821, ranking fifty-third in order of
United States Bureau of Census, I960 Census of the United States:
I960 Population, II (Washington: United States Government Printing
Office),
creation* It was named for Sgt. John Newton, a companion of the Revo
lutionary hero* Covington, the county seat, was named for Gen* Leonard
Covington, a soldier of the Revolutionary War.
The subjects*—-The subjects involved in this research were the
members of the educational personnel of Newton County, Georgia, 1°6U-
1?65» They were identified as follows* active classroom teachers,
supervising principals, teaching principals and curriculum director*
The instruments.—The instruments used to collect the necessary
data for this research weres (a) a specifically designed questionnaire
(under direction of advisors)• on selected factors of educational person
nel, (b) official records and reports in the superintendent's office,
(c) records in the office and interviews with the curriculum director
and principals, and (d) an interview-schedule used in conferences with
individuals*
Period of study,—This study was conducted during the school term
of 196U-1965.
Method of research*—The Descriptive-Survey Method of research,
utilizing the specific techniques of the questionnaire and official docu
ments, was used in gathering the pertinent data for this study.
Procedural steps.—The data necessary to the development of this
study were gathered, organized, analyzed, interpreted and presented in
the thesis copy through the following stepss
1. The Related Literature pertinent to this study was review
ed, summarized, and presented in the thesis copy*
2. An interview with the Superintendent of Schools* (l) pro
vided him with explanations of desires and intentions for
making the study, (2) explained the nature and scope of
the research problem, and (3) obtained with dispatch
necessary permission for gathering pertinent data toward
the execution of the research*
3* The superintendent, curriculum director, principals, and
teachers were asked to cooperate in carrying out the study.
lu The subjects were properly approached and instructed as
to the scope and purposes of the research*
5* The questionnaire designed to meet the needs of this re
search was constructed and validated under the super
vision of the thesis advisors in the area of educational
research*
6* The questionnaire was circulated to the entire Newton
County Negro School Personnel of 76 active classroom
teachers, 3 non-teaching principals, and 1 curriculum
director*
7* The reports of the Newton County Board of Education, the
superintendent, the curriculum director, and principals
were reviewed to gain added data as well as to serve as
a check upon the accuracy and authenticity of data re
ported on the questionnaire of the participating teacher-
personnel*
8» The returned questionnaires were checked and rechecked
for fullness and accuracy of responses against other
sources having the same data, with rejection, if any, of
all returned questionnaires which were not usuable in
this study*
9* The data from the questionnaires, interviews, and official
records were assembled and presented in proper figures,
and tables, were analyzed and interpreted as dictated by
the purposes of the research*
10* The findings, implications, conclusions, and recommenda
tions as derived from the analysis and interpretation
of the data are presented in the finished thesis copy*
Collection of data*—Approximately two weeks were used for the
collection of data used in the study* The first three days were used by
the researcher in introducing and describing to principals of the three
schools in Newton County, the purpose of the study* The researcher
stated to the principals that the questionnaires could be taken home for
completion*
The Principals assured the members of the personnel that the infor
mation on the questionnaire would be kept confidential and that the find-
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ings of the study would be shared with the group*
The fourth day, the researcher introduced the questionnaire to the
members of the faculty of the three schools, during an in-service meet
ing, with directions and explanations given to them as were given to the
principals* Copies of the questionnaire were taken home by each member
of the faculty for completion and kept for approximately one week* The
principals and the curriculum director of the schools assisted the re
searcher in the collection of the questionnaire copies* At the end of
the first week most of the questionnaires had been collected. The
cooperation of the personnel regarding the responses to the instrument
was excellent*
Survey of related literature*—A review of the pertinent literature
to this study reveals that considerable attention has been given to the
problems of teacher personnel. The review of the literature pertaining
to this problem is divided into such areas ass (a) teacher certification,
(b) teacher training, (c) socio-economic status, and (d) salaries*
Boykin's study of the certification requirements for teachers in
fifteen southern states says that*
Teacher certification has now become an integral part of
our American educational system and its importance is recog
nized by every state in the union* It is related to most
aspects of public education—teachers salaries, teacher re
cruitment, preservice education, employment, assignment to
work and in-service education* But its most commonly recog
nized purpose is to protect the state against the employment
of incompetent teachers and the protection of the educational
process against the unwarranted exploitation and the en
croachment of unprepared persons* Related or subsidiary
purposes include the setting up of a basis upon mhich con
tinuous inventory of teachers and their qualifications may be
based, and adoption of salary schedules as basis for the
remuneration of teaching service .1
Meander Boykin, "A Comparative Study of the Certification Require
ments for Teachers in Fifteen Southern States" (Unpublished Master's
thesis, School of Education, Atlanta University, 19hO)9 p. 2.
8
Since teacher qualifications constitutes the key to edu
cational efficiency, and teacher qualifications are determined
very largely at present on the basis of certification, it
follows that the problem is one of great concern to all states
officials charged with the great responsibility of administer
ing public educaticnu-'-
In determining the qualifications, grade placement and
assignment of work to teacher, certification requirements also
affect the educational welfare and the advancement of the im
mediate schools and pupils around whom all school educational
activities revolve.*
The certification of teachers therefore, is directly re
lated to all important aspects of education that even slight
changes in the requirements have wide spread and lasting effects
on the entire system of a stated
Harold Spears pin-points the importance of professional training in
the over-all qualification of teachers, in these wordss "The quality of
the teaching profession will continue in direct proportion to quality of
the professional training afforded the teachers."
Nannie L. Jenkins identifies the factors of teaching, thuslys
"There are important factors for one to consider when one begins to think
of the criteria for excellency in teaching such ass training, certifi
cation and personality. More and more educators have come to realize
that the desirable and capable teacher in her training must develop the
optimum, a composite balance in the above enumerated factors."''
2Ibid.
3Ibid.
^Harold Spears, The High School for Today (New Yorks American Bobk
Company,. 19!>0), p# 23.
Nannie L. Jenkins, nA Study of the Intelligence, Personality,
Certification and Training Status of the Negro Personnel in the Randolph
County School System," (Unpublished Master's thesis, School of Education,
Atlanta University, 1953), p« 27•
Frazier discusses in brief the increase and decrease in the number
and types of teacher-certificates issued locally and state-wide*
There has been a steady decrease in the number and types
of certificates issued by county and other officials, and corre
spondingly increase in the types, kinds, classes, and grades
issued by the several states. The certification of teachers
upon the basis of examination, once the predominant method of
certification in practically all of the states have slowly been
suspended by certification upon the basis of college credentials.
In states still issuing teachers1 certificates by examinations,
the number of teachers certified by this method has substantial
ly decreased*-^
Brown, with reference to the importance to the Negro, found that:
The teacher is, by all means, the most influential factor
in education. Curriculum organization, equipment, important as
they are, account for little or nothing except as they are
vitalized by the living personality of the teacher,2
Bond had this to say about importance of the Negro teacher in pro
gressive educations
The Negro teacher is the center of the problem of an edu
cation to Negro children. The number of Negro children actual
ly enrolled in school and is still far more inadequate in view
of the number of educable not enrolled in school* Teacher de
mand among Negroes, however, is not determined by need, but by
the practical consideration of a slowly expanding system*3
Long revealed in his study of educational opportunities that:
"...The efficiency of the teacher can be shown by the certificate heldj
the teacher with the highest certificate would invariably show the best
rating* His data indicated that there is a direct relation between the
Ben ¥, Frazier, The Development of State Programs for the Certifi
cation of Teachers. U.S. Office of Education Bulletin No. 12 (Washing-
ton: U. S. Government Printing Office, 191*6), p, 12.
2
J, F. Brown, The American High School (New York: Macmillan
Company, 1939), p. 193•
Horace Mann Bond, The Negro in the American Social Order (New
York: Prentice Hall, Incorporated, 193k)» P» 282.
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grade of certificate and the class of work the teacher is capable of
doing,8
In the study of the Negro Educational Personnel of North Carolina,
Boyd states that* "...the evidence point to the need for teachers being
prepared to teach in at least three subject fields rather than being
2
highly trained in a single subject field."
The professional status and training of teachers according to
Please revealed that "...the trend is toward a specific statement in the
status of the professional academic requirements. Each year the require
ments for certification of the highest types are becoming more standard
above the miniiaura that is set by law."
Spears, had this to say regarding teacher trainings
Persons who are choosing the teaching profession as a
career should become aware of becoming specialized in a sub
ject area at the expense of a broad understanding of life and
people. These prospective teachers should be trained in a
combination of subject areas instead of in a single subject
area.**
Chamberlain and Kindred, made this challenging statement about
teacher preparations
The teacher who has little or no training of whose prepa-
Joseph Kindred Long, An Inquiry into the Certification of Teachers
(Nashville, Tennesseet Qinn and Company, 1936), p« U.
2
Laurence E, Boyd, "A Study of the Personnel in Negro Secondary
Schools in North Carolina11 (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, State Uni
versity of Iowa, 1938), p. 13•
largurite Please,. nA Study of the Trends in the Certification of
High School Teachers in the United States" (unpublished Master's thesis,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 19U0), p. lU.
h
Spears,, op. cit.j p. 2h2,
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ration is exceedingly general in nature is scarcely to be re
garded as a member of the profession, the present status of
teacher preparation and the fact that teachers make little or
no investment in working equipment partially explains the low
level of teachers salaries •"•■
Richey, regarding teacher training concluded thats
If teachers are to be professional workers, they will
need more than the basic necessities of life in order to ful
fill their professional function in society. Unless pro
visions are made for their professional growth, they will be
unable to contribute their maximum efforts toward improvement
of living for everyone. This means that the salaries should
be adequate to enable them to continue their professional and
civic needs by means of which they will be able to bring to
the classroom increasingly rich experiences.
Chamberlain and Kindred in their discussion of educational ad
vancement said that:
Education is a continuously changing process. Teachers
must avail themselves of opportunities for educational ad
vancement to remain in the profession and cope with ever
present changes in our modern civilization. Essentials for
teacher preparation and growth today have a broader concern,
extending far beyond the legal formalized requirements of old#
Teachers should be imbued with (l) a sound philosophy of edu
cation, (2) a knowledge of the learning process, (3) sensi
tivity to the need for curriculum change, (I4.) a command of
method and technique, and (5) understanding of human re
lations and the forces which influence social and personal *
living, and (6) a concern for the growth of the whole child.
Bart, Burton, and Bruekner, discussing "Teaching and Experiences
Affect the knowledge Factors,11 state that:
Teacher vary greatly in training and experience. In
many respects the mature teacher is an even greater problem.
Lee Chamberlain and Leslie W. Kindred, The Teacher and Social
Organization (New York? Prentice Hall, Incorporated, 1958), p. 127.
Robert Richey, Planning for Today (New Yorks McGraw Hill Book
Company, 1952), pp. 135-36.
Chamberlain and Kindred, op. cit., p. 127.
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Even though he may not be up to date...Both the beginning and
experienced teacher may lack the understanding necessary to
effective leadership in the complex situation in which we find
ourselves«^
Simras found in her summary survey of related literature that there
are certain crucial principles which we must face, they are:
1* The teaching staff of any institution is its most es
sential item of equipment. The teacher is thought to
be by all odds the most influential factor in high
school education.
2* Teachers are mostly recruited from upper and middle
classes•
3* Certification holds the key to heightening of edu
cational qualification.
U« Teacher education is a continuous process and should be
diligently pursued.
5* The expected teaching efficiency of those in the class
room is essentially based upon the scope and quality of
training:, both academic and professional*
6, The professional training of teachers should include
training in subject matter and nethodology of two or
more subject combinations*
7* The socio-economic background of teachers or educators
is an important segment in the over-all qualifications
of teachers*
8* The requirements for teacher certification are con
trolled by local and state bodies,
9* Teachers need the advantage of continued in-service
training.
A* S. Barr, William H* Burton and Leo J. Bruekner, "Evaluating
Educational Leadership,11 Supervision (New York* Appleton-Century-Croft,
191*7), P. 20.
2
Retha Mae Walker Simms, BA Study of the Educational Personnel in
the Negro Public Elementary Schools of Bibb County, Georgia, 19kl through
1953" (unpublished Master's thesis, School of Education, Atlanta Uni
versity, 1953)» p*20.
23
Summary of related literature.--A suramary of related literature
seems to indicate the following points3
1. The Negro teacher plays a significant role in the edu
cation of Negro children*
2. Certification is the basis for determining teacher
qualifications which constitutes the key to educational
efficiency,
3. Prospective teachers should be trained in a combination
of subject areas instead of a single subject area.
k» Teacher education mast be continuous because education,
itself, is a continuously changing process.
f>. Salaries must be high enough to attract and retain an
adequate supply of qualified teachers.
6. Future recruitment of teachers is probably best from
teachers of minimim four-year college level or above.
7. The most mentioned qualities for good teacher selection
are personality, educational background, health and
physical vigor, and potentiality for professional growth
and expanding service.
8. The United States ranks relatively low among countries
of the world in terms of the average amount of training
possessed by teachers.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
Organization and treatment of data.—This chapter will be concern
ed with the presentation, analysis and interpretation of the data perti
nent to the problem of this research, to wit: The status of the Edu
cational Personnel of Newton County, Georgia, 196U-196]?. The data col
lected were organized under the following captionss (a) the data on the
institutions which the personnel received its training, (b) the data on
the professional organizations in which the personnel held membership,,
(c) the data on the total teaching experience of the personnel, (d) the
data on the tupes of teaching certificates held by the personnel, (e) the
data on the socio-economic status of the personnel, and (f) the data on
the extent to which the personnel is teaching either the major or minor
field of preparation.
The data were organized around and presented in twenty (20) tables,,..
The data were treated statistically with reference to frequency and per
cent of responses to the questionnaire items*
The criterion of reliability for the data treated was established
in the frame-of-reference of the accuracy and authenticity of the re
sponses to items on the questionnaire. The \ logical differences, simi
larities and correspondence of the data were observed and reported.
The data presented in the above mentioned sequence of topics
follow throughout the remainder of this chapter. The conclusions, impli-
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cations and recommendations are reserved for presentation in Chapter III»
TABLE 1
DISTRIBUTION OF THE MARITAL STATUS OP THE EDUCATIONAL
PERSONNEL BY SEX IN THE NEGRO RJBLIC SCHOOLS





















































Marital status of educational personnel.-—-The data on the marital
status of the eighty members of the Negro educational personnel in the
Negro public schools of Newton County, Georgia are presented in Table 1,
above.
Of the total seventeen male personnel reporting the item of marital
status* five or 29.U1 per cent of them were single} whereas twelve or
70.59 per cent of them were married. Of the total sixty-three female
subjects reporting on the item of marital status: nineteen or 30.16 per
cent of these females were singlej thirty-eight or 60.32 per cent of the
sixty-three were married. The data appeared to indicate a stable marital
status for the female personnel in the Negro Public Schools of Newton
16
TABIE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF THE AGES OF THE NEGRO EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL


































































































































Ages; of the educational personnel.—-The data on the ages of the
members of the educational personnel in the Negro Public Schools of
Newton County, Georgia, as presented in Table 2, above, are analyzed in
the separate paragraphs below.
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The ages of the male members of the educational personnel ranged
from a low of 1 or 5*88 per cent for the age brackets of U6-U8 and 55-57
years. Twelve or 7O«59 per cent of them fell within the age-range of
25-33 years. Four or 23.53 per cent of them fell within the age-range
of JU3—U8 years. It is, perhaps, significant that none of the male
members of the personnel fell with the middle age-range of 3h-h2. years.
Only one teacher or principal was beyond his forty-eighth year of age.
The ages of the female members of the educational personnel ranged
from a low of 1 or 1.59 per cent for 6l years and over to a high of 11
or 17»U6 per cent for 28-30 years of age. Eleven or 17»hl per cent of
them fell within the age-bracket of 19-2U years. Twenty-nine or 33.33
per cent of them fell within the age-range of 25-33 years. Fourteen or
22.2it per cent of them fell within the middle age-range of 3b-k2 years.
Five or 7»95 per cent of them fell within the age-range of 55-61 years
and over, with one at the oldest age-bracket. Similar, none of the male
nor female personnel fell within the age-range of k9-5k years.
A summary of the data for the total personnel indicated that Ul or
50.25 per cent fell within the early adult years of 25-335 whereas, 17
or 21,25 per cent of them fell within the middle age-range of 3U-U5
years. Six or 7»5O per cent of them fell within the older adult age-
range of 55-61 years and over.
It is significant to note that the 52 or 67 per cent of the person
nel which fell within the age-range of 19-33 years indicated that the
Wegro educational personnel of Newton County, Georgia, 1961^-1965, tended
to be young in years. It is of interest to note that only 7«5O per cent
of the members of the personnel was beyond their forty-eighth birthday.
Religious preference of educational personnel.—The data on the
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religious preference of the educational personnel of Newton County,
Georgia are presented in Table 3* page 19. The data reveal that of the
total seventeen males and sixty-three females reported in this study! 5
or 29.10. per cent of the 17 males were Methodists| 21 or 31.75 per cent
of the 63 females were Methodistsj 1 or 5.88 per cent of the males were
Roman Catholic$ 10 or 58.8? per cent of the 17 males were Baptist| 2 or j
3»17 per cent of the 63 females were Presbyterians) 1 or 1.59 per cent
of the females were Seventh-Day Adventistj 1 or 5.88 per cent of the 17
males were Jehovah's Witnesses; k or 6.35 per cent of the 63 were Church
of God in Christ*
The data indicated that the Negro educational personnel in Newton
County, Georgia had high regard for religious values and probably for
ethics and moral values as well) for all of the personnel responding to
this questionnaire item were affiliated with the respective faiths of
the five categories checked.
19
TABES 3
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION BY SEX OR THE NEGRO













































































Factors that influenced entering the teaching profession.-—The
data on the factors that influenced the educational personnel in Newton
County, Georgia to enter the teaching profession are presented in Table
k) page 20| which indicates the significant facts discussed below.
Of the 80 teachers reporting on this questionnaire item, the "Love
of Children" was cited by two or 11.76 per cent of the 17 male and 3k or
53.97 per cent of the 63 female teachers as their reason for entering
the teaching profession; 5 or 29»hX per cent of the 17 male and 19 or
30.16 of the female teachers cited "Love for the profession11 as their
reason for becoming teachers. Two or 11.76 per cent of the 17 male and
20
TABLE h
DISTRIBUTION OF FACTORS WHICH INFLUENCED THEM TO ENTER THE
TEACHING PROFESSION AS OBTAINED FROM THE NEGRO

























































































9 or lit.29 per cent of the 63 female teachers, cited "Braking a Contri
bution to the Race" as a reason for entering the teaching profession! 2
or 11.76 per cent of the 17 male and none or 0.00 per cent of the 63
female teachers cited "Pleasant Working Conditions11 as their reason for
becoming teachers} "Financial Return11 was cited by none of the 17 male
and 1 or 1.59 per cent of the 63 female teachers as their reason for
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entering the teaching profession^ 5 or 29.1jl per cent of the 17 male and
none of the 63 female cited "Lack of something more Appealing" as their
reason for entering the teaching profession; 1 or 5»88 per cent of the
17 male and none of the female cited "Support of Family" for their reason
for entering the teaching profession.
Further, non of the female teachers and none of the male teachers
cited "Prestige" as their reason for entering the teaching profession^
also, non© of the male nor any of the female, teachers cited "Other" as
their reason for entering the teaching profession.
The data appeared to indicate that there were varied reasons for
teachers entering the teaching profession. A small percentage of the
female teachers were influenced to enter the educational profession for
financial gainj and none of the male cited financial gain as a reason
for entering the teaching profession. Larger per cents of the teachers
cited their reasons as the love for children for entering the teaching
profession. This, then, indicates and makes contradictory the beliefs
of many laymen that "Teachers look forward to Pay Day."
According to the expressed influencing factors for teachers in the
Newton County Negro schools one might conclude that most of the members
of this personnel group were impelled by high ideals related to service.
Positions held by personnel.—The data on the positions held by
the Negro educational personnel in Newton County, ranged 3 supervising
principal or 17.65 per cent of the seventeen males and none of the
sixty-three female teachers. Classroom teachers showed the highest
percentage of the personnel with Ik or 82.35 per cent male teachers and
60 or 95.27 per cent female teachers who reported were classroom teachers
during the 196^-1965 school term. One or 1.59 per cent female teachers
22
was a Jeanes supervisor and 2 or 3.18 per cent of the female teachers did
not report any specific category.
TABLE 5
DISTRIBUTION OF POSITIONS HELD BY THE EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL


























































The data revealed that for the educational personnel in Newton
County, Georgia during the term 1965-1965, 60 or 95.27 per cent were
female and 1I4. or 82.35 per cent of the 17 male teachers were classroom
teachersj 3 or 17.65 per cent of the 17 male teachers were supervising
principals! two or 3.18 per cent answered, "other", on the questionnaire.
The data on positions held by personnel are found in Table $, above.
Types of degrees held by the personnel.—The data having to do
with the types of degrees held by the educational personnel employed in
Newton County, Georgia 196U-1965 are presented in Table 6, which indi-
23
cates the significant facts below.
TABIE 6
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TYPES OF DECREES HELD BY THE NEGRO





























































Of the 80 members of the educational personnel there weres none
of the male and none of the female personnel had 3 years of college
training and 6 or 35*29 per cent of the male and 2k or 38.10 of the
female teachers held B.A. degrees and 5 or 29.1*1 per cent of the male
and 36 or 57.11* per cent of the female teachers held B.S. degrees, and
6 or 35.29 per cent of the male and 3 or it.62 per cent of the female
teachers held M*A. degrees. Of the total 80 teachers, 6 male and 3
female, or a total of 9 or U.25 per cent held M.A. degrees.
The data indicated that an overwhelming majority of the Newton
County teachers held the Bachelor's degree, but only a minority of them
held the Master's degree. The data would appear to indicate there is a
2k
serious need for upgrading the academic and professional training of the
Negro teachers of Newton County, Georgia*
Institutions attended by the personnel»—Data on the degrees earn
ed from various institutions by the Negro educational personnel in
Newton County, Georgia are presented in Table 7» page 2$•
The data revealed that 1 or 5.88 per cent of the male teachers
earned his degree from Albany State Cortege; 3 or 17»6£ per cent of the
male teachers earned their degree from Clark Collegej 2 or 11,76 per
cent of the male teachers earned their degree from Tuskegee Institute!
2 or 11#76 per cent of the male teachers earned their degree from Shaw
Collegej 2 or 11*76 per cent of the male teachers earned their degree
from Morris Brown Collegej 3 or 17»6jj per cent of the male teachers
earned their degree from Atlanta University^ 1 or £.88 per cent of the
male teachers earned their degree from Knox Collegej 1 or 5.88 per cent
of the male teachers earned his degree from Alabama State College! 1 or
5.88 per cent of the male teachers earned his degree from Vander Cook
School of Musicj 1 or 5.88 per cent of the male teachers earned his
degree from Fort Valley State College! $ or 7»9U per cent of the female
teachers earned their degree from Albany State College! 20 or 31»7f> per
cent of the female teachers earned their degree from Clark College$ 3
or Ij.»62 per cent of the female teachers earned their degree from
Tuskegee Institute! $ or 7*9k per cent of the female teachers earned
their degree from Savannah State Collegej 1 or 1»$9 per cent of the
female teachers earned her degree from Allen University! S> or 7»9U per
cent of the female teachers earned their degree from Morris Brown
College! 1 or 1,59 per cent of the female teachers earned her degree
from South Carolina State College! 2 or 3»l8 per cent of the female
25
TABES 7
DISTRIBUTION OF THE INSTITUTIONS AWARDING DEGRESS TO THE NEGRO




































































































































teachers earned their degree from Spelman College; 6 or 9.52 per cent of
the female teachers earned fbar degree from Atlanta University? 2 or 3.18
per cent of the female teachers earned their degree from Paine College;
1 or 1.59 per cent of the female teachers earned her degree from
Columbia University3 1 or 1.59 per cent of the female teachers earned
26
her degree from Alabama State Collegej 1 or 1.59 per cent of the female
teachers earned her degree from Vander Cook School of Musicj 11 or
17.1*6 per cent of the female teachers earned their degree from Fort
Valley State College.
A summary of the data indicated that the Negro educational person
nel of Newton County, Georgia earned the highest number of degrees from
Clark College and Savannah State Collegej with a total of twenty-three
or 28.75 per cent of the teachers who earned their degrees at Clark
College! 12 or 15.00 per cent of the teachers who earned their degrees
from Fort Valley State Collegej nine or 11.25 per cent of the teachers
who earned their degrees from Atlanta University.
TABES 8
DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE INSTITUTIONS WHERE THE HOLDERS OF BACHELORS
DEGREES OF THE NEWTON COUNTY NEGRO EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL




















































































Institution tufa ere graduate work was done.—The data on the Insti
tutions where all or most of the graduate work was done by the Negro
educational personnel in Newton County, Georgia, are presented in Table
8, page 26 as followss
Of the 80 members of the Negro educational personnel in Newton
County, Georgia, in 1961+-1965, thirty or 71»i*3 per cent earned all or
most of their graduate credit from Atlanta University, with Tuskegee
Institute taking second place with a total of k or 9.52 per cent»
TABLE 9
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF TEARS TEACHING EXPERIENCE




























































The data indicated that the largest number of male and female
studied at Atlanta University, with a reported 3 or 50.00 per cent and
27 or 75.00 per cent male and female teachers, respectively*
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Total teacld^__e3qgerien&e^f_jed^cjational personnel»—The data on the
total years of teaching experience of the Negro educational personnel
employed in Newton County, Georgia, are presented in Table 9$ page 27 •
The data revealed that a total of 33 or ljl.25 per cent of the edu
cational personnel, 7 or lH.VJ per cent and 26 or 1*1»27 per cent of the
male and female subjects, respectively, had from on to five years of
teaching experience! of the total 2$ or 31»2f> per cent of the personnel,
h or 23,53 per cent and 21 or 31*75 per cent of the male and female
subjects, respectively, had from six to ten years of teaching experiences
of the total 12 or l5»00 per cent of the personnel, k or 23*53 per cent
and 8 or 12#7O per cent of the male and female subjects, respectively,
had from eleven to twenty years of teaching experience! of the total 5
or 6,2f> per cent of the personnel, 2 or 11.76 per cent and 3 or !u62
per cent of the male and female subjects, respectively, had from twenty-
one to thirty years of teaching experience! and in the thirty-one years
and over, none of the teachers were male and J> or 6.20 per cent of the
teachers were female*
A summary of the data indicated that the total number of years of
teaching experience of the educational personnel employed in Newton
County,, Georgia, ranged from a low of one year to a high of more than
thirty-one years. The large number of the personnel in the six to
twenty years bracket indicated a rather stable teaching personnel for
Newton County, Georgia*
Professional memberships held by the personnel*—-The data on the
professional organizations in which the Negro Educational Personnel in




DISTRIBUTION OF THE EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL IN NEWTON COUNTY,


















































The data revealed that 80 or 100 per cent of the responses indi
cated that memberships were held in the Georgia Teachers and Education
Association! 80 or 100 per cent indicated that memberships were held in
the National Education Association! 80 or 100 per cent indicated that
memberships were held in the American Teachers Association! 80 or 100
per cent indicated that memberships were held in the Newton County-
Teachers Association.
A summary of the data indicated that 80 or 100 per cent of the
Negro Educational Personnel of Newton County, Georgia, held membership
in the Georgia Teachers and Education Association, National Education
Association, American Teachers Association, and Newton County Teachers
Association, respectively.
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More important or significant, these 100 per cent memberships in
professional organizations would appear to indicate that the members of
the Negro educational personnel of Newton County, Georgia possess a
wholesome professional attitude and practice.
TABLE 11
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESIDENTIAL STATUS OF THE PARENTS OF THE
EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL OF MEHTCN COUNTY, GEORGIA
Parents Residential Status
Oran or buying home






















Residential status of parents of the teachers.—The data on the
residential status of the parents of the Negro Educational Personnel in
Newton County, Georgia are presented in Table 11, above.
The data revealed that 62 or 77.50 per cent of the personnel indi
cated their parents as owning or buying homesj 2 or 2.50 per cent of the
personnel indicated their parents had property rented outj 2 or 2.50 per
cent of the personnel indicate their parents were living with othersf
and lU or 17.50 per cent of the personnel indicated their parents were
renting their homes.
The data appeared to indicate that the majority of the parents of
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the Negro Educational Personnel in the Public Schools of Newton County,
Georgia were either home owners or buying homes or had property to rent
out* Only twenty per cent of the parents of the teacher-personnel was
without the benefit of their own homes.
TABLE 12
DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS CLAIMED BY THE NEGRO




































































Number of dependents of personnel.—Data on the number of de
pendents claimed by each member of the Negro Educational Personnel in
Newton County, Georgia, are presented in Table 12, above.
The data indicated that 1*2 or 52.50 per cent of the educational
personnel claimed one dependent? 16 or 20.00 per cent of educational
personnel claimed two dependents$ 5 or 6.25 per cent of the educational
personnel claimed three dependents} 5 or 6.25 per cent of the education
al personnel claimed four dependents! 2 or 2.50 per cent of the edu-
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cational personnel claimed five dependents! 5 or 6,25 per cent of the
educational personnel claimed five dependents! 5 or 6.25 per cent of the
educational personnel claimed six or more dependents,
A summary of the data indicated that the number of dependents
ranged from a low of two or 2.50 per cent for dependents to a high of
h2 or 52.50 per cent of the teachers who claimed one dependent. Thirty-
five per cent of the teachers claimed two to five dependents. Twenty-
six per cent of the teachers claimed two or three dependents. It would
appear that the Negro educational personnel of Newton County, Georgia
is a stable and responsible segment of the county population.
TABLE 13
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESIDENTIAL STATUS OF THE NEGRO EDUCATIONAL
PERSONNEL IN NE1T0N COUNTY, GEORGIA, 1961j-1965
Residential Status
of Teachers
Own of buying home
Renting a home
Renting a room or
an apartment
Living with others















































Residential status of the educational personnel.—Data on the
residential status of the Negro Educational Personnel in Newton County,
Georgia are presented in Table 13, above.
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Out of the total of 80, there were kO or 50.00 per cent of the
Negro personnel who indicated that they owned or was buying a home,
there were 9 or $2*9h per cent of the males and 31 or U9.21 per cent of
the females) of the total of 5 or 6,25 per cent there were 2 or 11.76
per cent of the males and 3 or lj.«76 per cent of the females who were
renting a home; of the total 1? or 23*75 per cent U or 23*53 per cent of
the males and 15 or 23*81 per cent of the females who were renting a
room or an apartment* Of the total 15 or 18.75 per cent, there were 1
or 5*88 per cent males and Ik or 22.22 per cent of the females who were
living with others. There was 1 or 1.25 per cent of the male personnel
and none of the females who owned some type of business or firm*
The data indicated that the majority of the educational personnel
of Newton County, Georgia were home owners or buying homesj whereas, one
member of the personnel owned some type of business or firm. Lastly,
in view of the fact that the findings of the residential status of the
Negro Educational Personnel and that of their parents were similar, it
might be said that there was a close relationship in the residential
status between these parents and their children. The families of the
Negro educational personnel of Newton County, Georgia would appear to
be a responsible and desirable segment of the population.
Financial status of educational personnel.—The data on the fi-
ancial status of the Negro Educational Personnel employed in Newton
County^ Georgia, I96I4-I965, are presented in Table lU, page 3U.
The data indicated that of the total of 1*5 or 56.25 per cent 5 or
29.1*1 per cent males and UO or 63.1j.8 per cent females had Joint Savings
Accountj of the total 5 or 6.25 per cent 2 or 11.76 per cent of the
males and 3 or U«62 per cent of the females had postal savingsj of the
3U
total 17 or 21.25 per cent 6 or 35.29 per cent of the males and 11 or
17.15.6 per cent of the females, had checking accounts! of the total 8 or
10.00 per cent of the personnel, 3 or 17.65 per cent of the males and 5
or 7«9li per cent of the females reported neither type of financial
statusj and 5 or 6.25 per cent of the teachers did not respond to this
item.
TABLE lU
DISTRIHJTION OF FINANCIAL STATUS OF THE NEGRO EDUCATIONAL

























































A summary of the data would seem to indicate that the Negro
teacher personnel tended to be a provident groupi for 63 per cent of
them had some type of savings account. Further, these teachers tended
to have a tangible measure of financial security as indicated by savings
accounts held. Eight of the teachers had neither, checking nor a sav
ings account.
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Present teaching salary.—The data on the present teaching salary
of the Negro Educational Personnel employed in Newton County, Georgia, are
presented in Table 1$9 below,
TABIE V~>
DISTRIBUTION OF THE PRESENT TEACHING SALARY OF THE NEGRO EDUCATIONAL
PERSONNEL EMPLOYED IN NEITON COUNTY, GEORGIA, 196J±-196£

















Of the 80 members of the personnel who reported on the item of
salary,, 1 or 1.25 per cent each received a salary of 13600-43800, $6000-
16200, and |72OO-|7UOOj 2 or 2.50 per cent each received a salary of
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I51OO-I53OO, #51*00-15600, and $7800-48000$ 3 or 3»75 per cent received
15700-45900! 5 or 6.25 per cent received $U8QO-$5OOOs 6 or 7»5O per cent
received fJj5OO-#b7OOs and 57 or 71.25 per cent received from $3900-1^.00,
Hone of the members of the personnel reported salary for the $6300-47100
ranges and the #7500-47700 range.
The data indicated that the annual salaries received by the Negro
teachers of Newton County, Georgia, ranged from a low/ of |36OO to a high
of $8000. The data further indicated that the majority of 71.25 per
cent of the personnel received an annual salary of $39OO-$Uj.OO.
TABLE 16
DISTRIBUTION OF THE CREDIT STATUS OF THE NEGRO EDUCATIONAL




























































Credit status of educational personnel.—Data on the credit status
of the Negro Sducational Personnel employed in Newton County* Georgia,
196k-i965 are presented in Table 16, above.
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The data revealed that of the total of 25 or 31.23 per cents 5 or
29.lj.1 per cent of the male personnel and 20 or 31-75 per cent of the
female personnel owe money to a bank! of the total 2 or 2.50 per cent 2
or 11.76 per cent of the males and none of the females owed money to a
finance company? of the total of h9 or 61.25 per cent 6 or 35*29 per cent
of the male personnel and U3 or 68,25 per cent of the female personnel
owed money to department storesj of the total of h or 5»00 per cent k
or 23.53 per cent of the male personnel owed money otherwise.
k summary of the data indicated that the majority of the teachers
owed money to banks and department stores, A small number of the male
teachers owed finance companies and other type indebtednesses* Lastly,
it might be said that teachers should be cautioned against too much
credit and advised to save more.
Early environment of educational personnel.—"The data on the early
environment of the Negro Educational Personnel in the public schools of
Newton County, Georgia, are presented in Table 17, page 38, which re
veals the type of community in which the personnel was reared.
Of the total of 35, 10 or 58.89 per cent of the male personnel
and 25 or 39.68 per cent of the female personnel were reared in open
country village or city of less than 2500 population! of the total 10 or
12,50 per cent 3 or 17*65 per cent of the male and 7 or 11.11 per cent
of the female personnel were reared in cities of 2500-1*999 population!
of the total 7 or 8.75 per centf 2 or 11#76 per cent of the male and 5
or 7#9lj, per cent of the female were reared in cities of 5000-9999 popu
lation! of the total 5 or 6,25 per cent! 1 or 5«88 per cent and h or
6,35 per cent of male and female, respectively, were reared in cities of
10,000-2k,000, population! of the total 10 or 12,50 per cent more of the
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male and 10 or 15.87 per cent of the female personnel were reared in
cities of 25*000-99,999 population^ of the total 13 or 16.25 per centj
1 or 5*88 per cent of male and 12 or 19.05 per cent of female, were
reared in cities of 100,000 or more.
TABLE 17
I
DISTRIBUTION OF THE EARLY ENVIRONMENT OF THE NEGRO EDUCATIONAL
PERSONNEL IN NEWTON COUNTY* GEORGIA, 196U-1965
Environment
Open country village
































































These data indicated that 56.25 per cent of the Negro educational
personnel employed in Newton County, Georgia, were reared in the open
country or towns less than 5000 population. Twenty-seven and a half
per cent of the personnel was reared in towns ranking second with a
frequency of 13 or 16,25 per cent of the personnel! 5000 or less than
39
100,000 population and 16,25 per cent was reared in towns of 100,000 or
over population.
Participation in extra school and extra class activities.-—The
data on the sponsorship of extra school and extra class activities by
the Negro Educational Personnel of Newton County, Georgia, 1961j-1965,
are presented in Table 18, page l<.0.
The extra-curricular activities sponsored by the 17 male teachers
■were indicated as follows: 1 or 5«88 per cent each sponsored clubs,
commencement activities, debating and dramatics; 2 or 11.76 per cent were
class advisors; 5 or 29J*1 per cent sponsored or worked in athletic
activities; and 6 or 35.29 per cent sponsored assemblies. None of the
male teachers sponsored or participated in the other extra-curricular
activities of the school.
The extra-curricular activities sponsored by the 63 female teachers
were indicated as follows; 1 or 1.25 per cent each sponsored orchestra/
band, Tri-Hi-I, and Boy Scout; 2 or 2,50 per cent sponsored the Red Cross
and was class advisor; 5 or 7.9k per cent worked with Glee Glubs and the
Student Council; 6 or 9-52 per cent engaged in commencement activities;
8 or 18,70 per cent sponsored assemblies; 10 or 15.87 per cent sponsored
clubs; and Ik or 22.22 per cent sponsored dramatics activities.
llO
TABLE 18
DISTRIBUTION OF EXTRA. SCHOOL AND EXTRA CLASS ACTIVITIES ENGAGED





























































































































Fields represented in undergraduate training.—The data on the
major and minor fields represented in the undergraduate training of the
Negro Educational Personnel employed in Newton County, Georgia, 196J4-
1965j are presented in Table 19* page l&»
la
TABLE 19
DISTRIBUTION OF THE FIELDS REPRESENTED IN THE UNDERGRADUATE
TRAINING OF THE NEGRO EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL EMPLOYED IN
NEWTON COUNTY, GEORGIA, 1961H-965













































































The major fields of preparation of the 80 members of the personnel
were indicated to be as follows* 1 or 1.25 per cent for each of the
fields of French and Natural Science! 2 or 2.50 per cent for each of the
fields of chemistry, agriculture, vocational education and physical
educations 3 or e.75 per cent for each of the fields of mathematics and
home economiesi 5 or 6.25 per cent for each of the fields of biology,
English, and musicf 6 or 7.50 per cent for social sciencesj and k3 or
£$•75 per cent for the field of education.
The 5 minor fields of preparation of the 80 members of the
personnel ranked as follows: fk or 92*50 per cent in edueationj 2 or
2»3>O per cent for each of the fields of English and natural sciences
and I or 1.2$ per cent for each of the fields of mathematics and physi
cal education.
There -were 13 fields of concentration represented in the under
graduate training of the Educational Personnel in Newton County,, Georgia*
Education had a frequency of k3 or 53*75 per cent majors and 7ii or
92,50 per cent minors. Although there were 13 fields of major prepara
tion reported, there were only 5 minor fields of preparation reported*
Fields represented in graduate training*—The data on the graduate
fields of training of the Negro Educational Personnel enployed in Newton
County, Georgia, 196U-1965, are presented in Table 20, page 1j3*
The fields of concentration on the graduate level of the 80 members
of the personnel were indicated to be as follows: 1 or 2,00 per cent
for each of the fields of French, physical education, music, chemistry
and biology! 2 or U«00 per cent for each of the fields of supervision,
mathematics, English and science5 5 or 10*00 per cent for administration}
lit or 28.00 per cent for secondary education and 16 or 32*00 per cent
for elementary education.
There were thirteen fields of concentration represented in the
graduate training of the Educational Personnel in Newton County, Georgia*
The total population of the personnel is 80* Of this number, 30
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AMD RECOMMENDATIONS
Rationale«--One of the main focal points in the American Public
Schools of today is the over-all qualification and certification of
teachers. Teachers of today play a predominant role in the educational
scheme of molding ethical character and developing personality in the
lives of girls and boys. Throughout history, nations and communities
have been gravely concerned about the qualifications of thos who have had
the Job of teaching, training, and disciplining girls and boys and pass
ing on the cultural heritage of the human race.
As society grows more and more complexed, the public school teacher
is called upon to perform more tasks than ever before. In order to cope
■with the growing complexity of our society, it becomes necessary for the
teacher to keep pace with the advances in the scope and caliber of aca
demic and professional training*
In the South, and especially in Georgia, the past fifteen years
have witnessed a marked upgrading in the training and certification of
teachers in public schools*
Parallel to the need of adequately trained teachers to implement
an adequate program, there is the need for adequate facilities for imple
menting a desirable educational program.
In the past few years, Newton County has been engaged in the big
task of providing modern and adequate facilities for the youth of the
III*
US
country* With the coming of modern facilities for these schools, there
has come the question as to the adequacy of the training and certifi
cation of the teachers employed or those to be employed in these new
school facilities*
It was out of this recent development of modern plant facilitiess
revised curricular programs, and the need for a properly trained edu
cational personnel to man them that the writer was motivated to make a
study of the educational personnel of Newton County, Georgia for the
period of 196U-1965.
Evolution of the problem*---The problem of this proposed research
emerged out of the over-all problem of the recent consolidation of the
schools of Newton County, Georgia, which, in turn, has given rise to two
major questions of serious wits (a) are the new physical facilities fa*
the school centers stimulating improved pupil progress and achievement
and (b) has the program of school consolidation provoked a trend towards
the "upgrading81 of professional qualification, with specific references
to certification.
Contribution to educational.jthought*—The writer hopes that the
analysis and interpretation of this study gives a comprehensive picture
of progress made by the Educational Personnel of Newton County, Georgia,
in education, society and its contribution to civil affairs.
Statement of the problem*-—The problem involved in this study was
to ascertain the status of the Negro Educational Personnel in Newton
County,, Georgia and to discover those factors which have structured or
determined the progress of the educational staff for 196iKL96f>*
Scope and limitation of the problem*—This study was not concerned
with any qualitative measures of the "teaching'1 and/or professional per-
formance of the Negro Educational Personnel in Newton County. It was
mainly concerned with ascertaining the present levels of certain areas
of the teaching status, such ass socio-economic rating, academic and
professional training, certification, duty assignments and experience.
A further limitation of this study was the questionnaire which was used
as the main technique for collecting data.
Purpose of the study.—The main purpose of this study was to get
a comprehensive picture of selected factors in the professional status
of the educational personnel serving the Negro Public Schools of Newton
County, Georgia for the school year 19&k~1965» More specifically, the
purposes of this research were to formulate answers to significant ques
tions characterized in the statements below.
1» In what educational institutions did the Negro Education
al Personnel receive academic training?
2. In what professional organizations does the Negro Edu
cational Personnel hold membership?
3. lhat is the range of the teaching experience of the Negro
Educational Personnel?
k» lhat types of teaching certificates are presently held by
the Negro Educational Personnel?
f>. lhat are some of the selected socio-economic conditions
that exist among the Negro Educational Personnel?
6. What is the extent,; if any, to which the members of the
Negro Educational Personnel of Newton County, Georgia,
are presently working in and out of their major and minor
areas of preparation and certification?
7« "What educational implications, if any, for educational
theory and practice may be derived from the analysis
and interpretation of the data collected through this
research?
Definition of terms .—The important terms used throughout this
research are defined in the statements to follows
1. "Educational Personnel*1 as used in this study refers to
all the persons, including teachers, principals, and
curriculum director, #10 are employed directly, or who
are concerned -with the program of education in the Negro
Public Schools of Newton County, Georgia for the year,
I96h19t$
2. "Teaching Personnel11 as used in this study, refers to all
the presons engaged in or having to do with the immediate
task of teaching in the schools or in a school system,
3. "Academic training11 as used in this study refers to the
broad general training in the subject-matter-areas re
ceived by all the Negro teachers of Newton County,
k» "Professional training* as used in this study refers to
all the specified training in Professional Courses in
Education received by the Negro Newton County Public
School Teachers for the purposes of developing pro
ficiency in teaching in the respective fields of edu
cation*
£• "Socio-economic background1™ as used in this study refers
to the status of the teachers and their families with
reference to the occupations, civic activities, salary,
and educational backgrounds*
Locale and Research design of the study-—Significant aspects of
the locale and research-design of this study are outlined in the separate
paragraphs below,
1* Locale and period of study - This study was conducted at
the Robert L. Cousins School, Covington, Georgia, during
the 196U-1965 school year. Covington is the county seat
of Newton County which is located in north central
Georgia. The county has a population of 22,000 of -which
8,000 are Negroes distributed among the f> town-centers of
Covington, Oxford, Mansfield, Newborn and Porterdale. The
economy is mainly agrarian although textile mills and light
industry are to be found and growing. There are three
schools* 2 elementary and 1 combination elementary and
high school for Negroes in the county. These schools have
an enrollment of 2U00 pupils and 80 teachers, principals
and supervisor,
2, Method of research - The Descriptive-Survey Method of re
search, utilizing the specific techniques of the question
naire and official documents, was used in gathering the
pertinent data for this study,
3, Subjects - The subjects involved in this study were 7k
1*8
teachers, 3 supervising principals, a Jeanes Supervisor,
counselor, and visiting teacher or a total of 80 members
of the educational personnel*
k» Instruments - The instruments used in this research were*
(a) a questionnaire of the educational personnel, (b)
official records in the office of the superintendent, (c)
official records in the office of the principals and cur
riculum director, and (d) interviews with members of the
school staffs.
£, Criterion of reliability - The "criterion of reliability11
of the data was established within the frame-of-reference
of the authencity and accuracy of the responses to items
on the questionnaire, interview reactions, and accuracy
of data-item on the records and reports.
Procedural steps.— The data necessary to the development of this
study were gathered, organized, analyzed, interpreted and presented in
the thesis copy through the following steps!
a. The Related Literature pertinent to this study
was reviewed, summarized, and presented in the
thesis copy.
b. An interview with the Superintendent of Schools;
(l) provided him with explanations of desires and
intentions for making the study. (2) explained
the nature and scope of the research problem, and
(3) obtained with dispatch necessary permission
for gathering pertinent data toward the execution
of the research.
c» The superintendent, curriculum director, principal^
and teachers were asked to cooperate in carrying
out the study.
d. The subjects were properly approached and instruct
ed as to the scope and purposes of the research.
e. The questionnaire designed to meet the needs of
this research was constructed and validated under
the supervision of the thesis advisors in the area
of educational research.
f• The questionnaire was circulated to the entire
Newton County Negro School Personnel of 77 active
classroom teachers, 3 non-teaching principals,
and 1 curriculum director.
g. The reports of the Newton County Board of Sdu-
cation* the superintendent, the curriculum director,
and principals were reviewed to gain added as well
as to serve as a check upon the accuracy and authen
ticity of data reported on the questionnaire of the
participating teachers-personnel.
h. The returned questionnaires were checked and re-
checked for fullness and accuracy of responses
against other sources having the same data, with re
jection, if any, of all returned questionnaires which
were not usuable in this study.
i. The data from the questionnaires, interviews, and
official records were assembled and presented in
proper figures, and tables, were analyzed and in
terpreted as dictated by the purposes of the re
search*
j. The findings, implications, conclusions, and recom
mendations as derived from the analysis and in
terpretation of the data are presented in the finish
ed thesis copy.
Summary_ of related literature.—A summary of related literature
seems to indicate the following points 8
1# The Negro teacher plays a significant role in the education
of Negro children.
2« Certification is the basis for determining teacher qualifi
cations which constitutes the key to educational efficien
cy.
3« Prospective teachers should be trained in a combination of
subject areas instead of a single subject area.
km Teacher education must be continuous because education,
itself, is a continuously changing process.
5. Salaries must be high enough to attract and retain an ade
quate supply of qualified teachers.
6, Future recruitment of teachers is probably best from
teachers of a minimum four-year college level or above.
7» The most mentioned qualities for good teacher selection
are personality, educational background, health and physi
cal vigor, and potentiality for professional growth and
expanding service.
8. The United States ranks relatively low among countries of
the world in terms of the average amount of training pos
sessed by teachers.,
Summary of findings»—The findings which follow were drawn direct
ly from the interpretation of the data as collected in this study. The
various aspects and facts concerning the educational personnel in the
Negro public schools of Newton County, as presented, analyzed and in
terpreted thus far in this thesis are summarized at this point.
Marital status of the personnel
(Table l)
The marital status data of the personnel indicated that 2k or
30.00 per cent were single; f?0 or 62.50 per cent were married; and 2 or
2«£0 per cent each were widowed, divorced or separated.
Age of personnel
(Table 2)
The ages of the personnel ranged from a low of 19 to a high of 6l
years and over. Of the total 80 subjects, 17 or 21.25 per cent were men
and 63 or 78«75 per cent were women. There was one teacher in the ex
treme high age group of 6l and over*
Religious preference of personnel
(Table 3)
Twenty-six or 32«S>0 per cent of the personnel was lethodist; h$ or
$6*2$ per cent were Baptistj 1 or 1»25 per cent was Roman Catholic; 2 or
2«5O per cent of the personnel was Presbyterian; 1 or 1*25 per cent of
the personnel was Seventh-Day Adventistj 1 or 1.25 per cent of the
personnel was Jehovah's Witnesses; k or 5.00 per cent of the personnel
was Church of God in Christ•
Determining factors in job selection
(Table k)
Thirty-six or ij5«00 per cent held positions because of the love for
children; 2k or 30.00 per cent gave reason for holding present position
as love for the profession; 11 or 13»73> per cent said they wanted to
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make a contribution to the racej 2 or 2.50 per cent checked working con
ditions as their reasonsj 1 or 1.25 per cent identified financial return
as their reason* 5 or 6,25 per cent gave lack of something more appeal
ing as their reason; 1 or 1.25 per cent gave support of family as their
reason.
Description of present position
(Table 5)
There were eighty (80) members in the Negro educational personnel
of Newton County, Georgia 196U-1965 who were classified as followss
Seventy-four or 92*$O per cent| classroom teachersj 1 or 1.25 per cent|
Jeanes Supervisors 3 or 3*75 per centj principals and 2 or 2#5O per cent
were teaching principals..
Types of Degrees held
(Table 6)
Thirty or 37»5O per cent of the personnel held B.A. degreesj id or
5l«25 per cent held B»S. degrees? ° or 11.25 per cent held M.A. degrees,
Eighty or 100«00 per cent of the personnel held either a bachelor's degree
or a master's degree.
Institution where Degrees were earned
(Table 7)
Twenty-three or 28*75 per cent of the personnel earned their de
gree from Clark Collegej 6 or 7*50 per cent earned theirs at Albany
State Collegej 5 or 6,25 per cent each earned their degree at Tuskegee
Institute or Savannah State College; Shaw University, Spelman College,
Paine College, Alabama State College each had 2 or 2,50 per cent who had
earned their degree| Allen University, South Carolina, Khox College,
Columbia University and Vander Cook tied with 1 or 1.25 per cent who had
earned their degreej Morris Brown College had 7 or 8.75 per cent who had
earned their degree? Atlanta University had 9 or 11.2f> per cent who had
earned their degree and Fort Valley State College had 12 or 1S>.OO per
cent who had earned their degree.
Graduate Institutions
(Table 8)
Of the 80 teachers* 30 or 71»1*3 per cent did graduate work at
Atlanta University; k or $*$2 per cent did graduate work at Tuskegee Xn-
stitute^ 1 or 2«38 per cent each did graduate work at Columbia University,
Florida Agricultural and Mechanical, Vander Cook, Fisk University,
Indiana University and North Carolina College and 2 or lj.#76 per cent did
graduate work at New York University,
Experience of personnel
(Table 9)
The years of teaching experience of the personnel ranged: 33 or
ljl.2f> per cent with 1-5 years experiences there were 2$ or 31*2$ P©*1 cent
with 6-10 years of experience| there were 12 or lf>*00 per cent with 11-20
years of experience| there were $ or 6.2f> per cent with 21-30 and 31
years and over of experience respectively. The number of years of teach
ing experience of the 80 members of the personnel ranged from a low of 1
to a high of 31 years and over.
Jfembership in professional organizations
(Table 10)
The 80 or 100.00 per cent of the Negro educational personnel were
members of the Negro Educational Association, American Teachers Associ
ation and Georgia Teachers and Education Association and the Newton
County Teachers Association, respectively.
Parents residential status
(Table 11)
Sixty-two or 77»5>Q per cent of the parents of the educational
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personnel owned or were buying a homes 2 or 2.50 per cent of the parents
of the personnel had property rented outj 2 or 2.50 per cent of the
parents of the personnel were living with others and lit or 17.50 per cent
of them were renting homes.
Personnel with dependents
(Table 12)
Forty-two or 52.50,per cent of the educational personnel had one
dependents 16 or 20.00 per cent of them had two dependents; 5 or 6,25
per cent of them had three dependents j 5 or 6,25 per cent of them had
four dependentsj 2 or 2.50 per cent of them had five dependents} 5 or
6»25 per cent of the Negro educational personnel had six or more de
pendents*
Residential status of teachers
(Table 13)
Forty or 50.00 per cent of educational personnel owned or were buy
ing a home| 5 or 6.25 per cent of them were renting a home! 19 or 23,75
per cent of them were renting an apartment! V? or 18,75 per cent of them
were living with othersj 1 or 1.25 per cent of the teachers owned some
type of business or commercial firm.
Financial status
(Table
Forty-five or 56,25 per cent of the educational personnel had sav
ings accounts; 17 or 21.25 per cent of the personnel had checking ac
counts! 5 or 6,25 per cent of them had Postal savings accounts! and 13
or 16.25 per cent of them reported that they did not have any type of
savings or checking accounts or left the item unchecked.
Salaries of personnel
(Table 15)
Of the 80 members of the personnel who reported on the item of
salary, 1 or 1,25 per cent each received a salary of 13600-43800, |6000-
16200, and t72OO-#7l*OO} 2 or 2.50 per cent each received a salary of
I51OO-I53OO, 151*00-15600 and f78OO-f8OOOj 3 or 3.75 per cent received
I5700-|5900j 5 or 6.25 per cent received $i*8OO-#5OOO, 6 or 7.50 per cert
received |l*500-41tf00, and 57 or 71.25 per cent received from $3900 to
ftlj.00. None of the members of the personnel reported a salary for the
16300-47100 ranges and the |75OO-f77OO range.
Credit status
{Table 16)
It was found that 25 or 31.23 per cent of the personnel owed money
to a bankj 2 or 2.50 per cent owed money to Finance Companiesj k9 or 61.25
per cent owed money to department storesj k or 5.00 per cent checked the
item "other,11 that is, they had other types of indebtedness.
Early environment of personnel
(Table 17)
Thirty-five or 143.75 per cent of the personnel were reared in the
open country, village of a population of less than 25001 10 or 12.50 per
cent were reared in cities with a population from 2500-l#99j 7 or 8.75
per cent were reared in cities with a population from 5000-9999j 5 or
6.25 per cent were reared in cities with a population from 10,000-21;,999j
10 or 12.50 per cent were reared in cities with a population from 25,000-
999999$ 13 or 16.25 per cent were reared in cities with a population of
100,000 or more.
Participation in extra school activities
(Table 18)
It was found that participation in extra-class and extra school
activities ranged from a low of 1 or 1.25 per cent participation to a
high of 15 or 18.75 per centj lit or 17*50 per cent ranks second highest
with other activities falling from 11 down.
Fields of concentration
(Table 19)
The major fields of concentration ranged from a low of 1 or 1.25
per cent each for French and natural science to a high of 1*3 or 5>3»7fj per
cent for education. The minor fields of concentration ranged from a low
of 1 or 1.25> per cent each for mathematics and physical education to a
high of 7h or 92»3>O per cent for education*
Conclusions*-—The analysis and interpretation of the data on the
educational personnel in Newton County, Georgia, for the term 1961j-1965
would appear to warrant the following conclusion:
!• The majority of the Negro educational personnel employed in
Newton County, Georgia preferred and received their academic
and professional training in the private-church-related
schools. Only a small per cent of the educational personnel
preferred and received training in institutions located out
of the state.
2« It would appear thet the Negro educational personnel in Newton
County, Georgia possessed a high degree of professional affili
ation and pride as shown by the 100 per cent memberships hold
in various local, state, and national professional organizations*
3. The members of the educational personnel of Newton County
possessed a promising and desirable level of pre-requisite
training, for all had four or more years of college training.
k* Extra-class and extra-school activities are very demanding
assignmentsj for a substantial majority of the teachers are
engaged in one or more activities.
Implications.-—The analysis of the data presented in this study has
brought into clear focus some significant implications in regard to cer
tification, training status, etc., of the Negro teaching personnel in
Newton County, Georgia school system.
1. Institutions located in the state appeared to have a greater
drawing power than did institutions located outside of the
state.
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2. Extra-curricular and/or co-curricular activities appear to be
important and integral assignments in the Newton County schools;
for all members of the educational personnel were found to be
engaged in one or more activities.
3. It is observed that over 70 per cent of the teachers are gradu
ates of private-church-related schools; this may constitute a
danger of developing a more or less one-sided view point or
philosophy of education in the Newton County system.
lu It would appear that working conditions in Newton County,
Georgia, are very wholesome in view of the fact that the majori
ty of the personnel have had most of their experience in Mew-
ton County.
Recommendations•—.An analysis and interpretation of the data per
tinent to the Negro educational personnel of Newton County, Georgia for
the period of 19&k--19&5 would appear to warrant the following recommen
dations :
1. The administrative staff and/or the Board of Education of
Newton County, Georgia,, should continue the policy of em
ploying teachers whose academic training is geared to the
needs and demands of the position to be filled.
2. The retiring teacher or teachers who for other reasons drop cat
should be replaced with a teacher or teachers who have had from
four to five years of college training.
3. The Negro educational personnel of Newton County, Georgia,
should be encouraged to pursue professional preparation to th©
five-year level of training recommended by the professional
organizations•
k* Teachers salaries should be at a level that will attract and
hold well-trained personnel.
5>. It is recommended that the administrative staff of the Board
of Education of Newton County will seek to bring in teachers
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APPENDIX
THE EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL IN NEWTON COUNTY, GEORGIA
A Questionnaire
FOR* Principals, Supervisor and Classroom Teachers
This questionnaire is to be filled out by the holders of the
following positions:
Principals of Schools
Curriculum Director of Schools
Classroom Teachers of Schools
Each item has been devised so as to demand minimum amount of sub
jective judgment and writing. This has resulted in a bulky questionnaire
but you will find it unusually convenient to answer. Please be as consci
entious and accurate as possible in all your answers•











2# Indicate with a cross (x) the age group below which best
represents your age in years to your nearest birthday.
a. ( ) 18 years and below i. ( ) I4O to hZ years
b. () 19 to 21 years j. ( ) 1J3 to Uf> years
c. ( ) 22 to 2k years k. ( ) k.6 to I48 years
d. ( ) 25 t© 27 years 1, ( ) U9 to $1 years
e. () 28 to 30 years m. ( ) $2 to 5U years
f. ( ) 31 to 33 years n. ( ) 55 to 57 years
g. ( ) 3U to 36 years o. ( ) 58 to 60 years
h. ( ) 37 to 39 years p, ( ) 61 and over
3« Indicate with a cross (x) your religious preference.
a. ( ) Roman Catholic f • ( ) Seventh-Day Adventist
b. ( ) Presbyterian g« ( ) Jehovah's Witnesses
c. ( ) Methodist h. ( ) Church of God in Christ
d. ( ) Baptist i. ( ) Others _^____^___
e. ( ) Congregationalist (Identify)
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h* Indicate with a cross (x) the determining factor which was most
influential in your selecting teaching as a profession.
a* Love for children
b. Jjove for the profession
c. _ To make contributions to the race
d. Pleasant working conditions
e. Financial return
f« Lack of something more appealing




5» Indicate with a cross (x) below which best describes your present
position.
a«. Supervising Principal _____ d. Jeanes Supervisor
b. Teaching principal e« Other
c« Classroom teacher (Identify)
6, Indicate, using abbreviation code below to show positions you





























Indicate with a cross (x) the certificate, diploma, and degree
held by you.
a. Elementary School Certificate _____ e. B.S. Degree
b. High School Diploma f. Ed»D» Degree
c. B.A. Degree g. TS.Sd. Degree
d. M,A. Degree h. Other
(Identify)
8« Give name of institution, city and state from which you earned




S>. Applies to those who have partial training in college. Indicate
with a cross (x) in the list below the item which best describes
the highest level of your educational rating. Start at the be
ginning and read through the list until you find the item that
fits your case. Check only one item. If you do not fall in
this category ignore this item.
a« __ 3 academic years (108 weeks) normal or teachers college
training
*»• . 3 academic years (108 weeks) agriculture college train
ing.
c« 3§ academic years (126 weeks) of college training.
d» graduate of four-year college.
10, Applies to holders of Bachelors degrees who have done graduate
work. Indicate with a cross (x) the institution in which you
have earned most of your graduate credit. Check only one in
stitution.
a» Atlanta University d, Tuskegee Institute
*>• Columbia University e. Any institution not
named above
(City)
U« Write in below the total number of years experience you have
served in various capacities listed, irrespective of county,
Newton or elsewhere. Ignore any item that does not affect yoi,






©• High School Teacher
12, Indicate in space below the total number of years experience as
follows:
a« ___ Tears experience in Georgia
b» ,___ Years experience in southern states
c» Years experience in other states
d. Years experience in present school











The Georgia Teachers and Education Association
National Education Association
American Teachers Association
Mewton County Teachers Association
Other
" ( Identify)
Indicate with a cross (x) the professional magazines you read
a. _____ The Nations Schools
b. _____ The School Executive








16. Indicate with a cross (x) your father's and mother's occupation
(living or deceased). In case more than one occupation has
been followed, check the one held for the greatest number of
years.

























































17• Indicate with a cross (x) the types of teaching certificates you
have registered with the State.
6k
T-U t T-5 DT-it _ DT-£ P^
P-5 ___ DP-I|. DP~f> SV-i; V~5
Other Certificates
18, Indicate with a cross (x) the members of your family living or
deceased. •"
a. Father
b. Mother ——-—. ——. ———__«___
c. Husband '
d. ffife ■ "__ —
e. Sister ZZZZZ~~~ '
f. Brother . ' ~~~ ~
19. Indicate with a cross (x) your parents residential status
a« Osm or buying a home
b. Have property rented out
e« Living with others
d» _r__>iT Renting home
e» _m__a Ovm some type of business or firm
20. Indicate with a cross (x) the number of dependents you have.
a. ___ One e. Five
*>• , Two f. ~ Six
?• . Three g. _ If more
d» Four specify
21. Indicate with a cross (x) your residential status?
a« Om or buying a home d. Living with others
b» Renting a home e, Own some type of busi
er Renting a room or ness or firm
apartment f. Other
(Specify)
22. Indicate with a cross (x) your financial statuss
a« __ Have a savings account (joint or separate)
b. Have checking account
c. Postal saving account
d. Neither
23• Please state your present teaching salary
a* Monthly b. _Yearly
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Owe money to bank
Owe money to finance company
Owe money to a department store
Other
(Specify)
25. Indicate with a cross (x) your early environments
27.
_ Open country, village or city of less than 2500
population
_ City of 2500-1^999 population
_ City of 5000-9999 population
_ City of 10,000-2^,999 population
__ City of 100,000 or more
Other
""(Specify) *~
Indicate with a cross (x). Applies to all Principals and
Teachers. In the list below place a cross (x) before the











d. _ Campfire Girls
e# Girl Scouts








Have you had special training in the activities which you have
indicated? If so, indicate by inserting the letter codes in
hi. ______ Honor Societies
























28. Applies to Principals• Supervisors and teachers who have hada
regiilar course in the administration and supervision of extra
curricular activities. If, above the high school, you have had
a course in extra-activities indicate with a cross (x).
a, Course in extra activities
29m Indicate with a cross (x) the major subject in your under
graduate training. Indicate with a zero (o) the minor subject
in your undergraduate training.
NOTE: By major subject is meant the subject or greatest
importance on the basis of credits earned. By
minor subjects is meant the subject of next





































30. Applies only to Principals, Supervisor and their assistants,
who have teaching duties in addition to administrative work,
in combination elementary and high schools. If you are teach
ing more than one grade, indicate with a cross (x) the item
below which best represents the grades you are not teaching.
a. Eight Grade b. Other
31» Indicate with a number the number of high school subjects you
teach.
32# Indicate with a number the number of elementary school subjects
that you teach.
33• Applies to all. Place a cross (x) before the population group
to which the city in which you are not working belongs.
3k« Applies to all. Please place a cross (x) before the item be
low which best describes the total enrollment of the school in
which you are now teaching*
a. 200-300 b. 300-S00 c. £00-700 d. 700- over
33>» Indicate with a cross (x) if you are teaching in or out of your
major field.
a. In b. Out
6?
TEACHERS SCHEDULE
First Semester
(!)
Period
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
m
Subject, Activity
or Duty
(h)
No. of Periods
Per Week
(5)
No, of Pupils
Enrolled in Class
Second Semester
(1)
Period
(2)
Subject, Activity
or Duty
(3)
No* of Periods
Per Week
(5)
No. of Pupils
Enrolled in Class
